BE PART OF PROJECT PHOENIX:
Help Masorti communities like Nataf, Harmed by Fires in Israel

Nataf, נצרת, is a beautiful village of a few hundred families located in the hills of Jerusalem. It has a vibrant Masorti community that, like so many other communities, has been severely affected by the more than 1700 fires raging through Israel this past week. Residents had to be evacuated twice in Nataf and damage to the community has been extensive—both in material loss and in emotional and psychological distress. Zichron Yaakov, served by Ve’ahavta, is similarly traumatized with many congregants losing their homes and Moriah, our Kehillah in Haifa, and the oldest Masorti/Conservative synagogue in Israel, has lost its entire second story housing its Beit Midrash (including over 10K books and siddurim), nursery school and youth wing.

These and other Masorti communities are devastated. Children and adults alike are in need of respite and trauma support services, services that Masorti kehillot are expert at providing. Moriah must be rebuilt. We need to raise over $500K quickly. We hope that we can count on you to come to the aid of Nataf, Haifa, Zichron Yaakov and other injured Masorti communities.

Let's support our family in Israel at this time of exceptional need.

Thank you for contributing to Project Phoenix, Emergency Fire Relief through the Masorti Foundation. In order to thank you, please fill out the form below or go to www.masorti.org/project-phoenix/ to donate online.

Name: _________________________________ Address: _________________________________
City _________________________________ State______________________ Zip___________
Telephone: __________________________ Email: _____________________________________

To learn more about the Masorti Foundation please contact the office and ask for a phone, Skype or in person meeting with our Executive Director Barbara Kavadias 212.870.2216.

The Masorti Foundation is a 501(c)3 organization and confirms that gifts are tax deductible to the full extent of the law. THANK YOU!